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FAQ 2.11.2022

Q: Does being in Leg Wound, Medical 

Attention, or Head Wound State cause 

a model to be considered flanked for all 

Lethality Attempts?
A: Now it does baby! Let’s goooo!

Q: Does Padded protect against EMP?
A: No as it’s not a lethality attempt causing it

Q: Can you take more than one BURNCARD of 

the same name?
A: For BLOOD OF THE LAND: No
For non BLOOD OF THE LAND: Yes

Q: Are all selections from Kinetic Suites a 

Kinetic Suite?
A: Yeah.

Q: Can you use a weapon with the grenade 

special rule in a measure other than Frag or 

Underhand?
A: No. Please stop Deployed Fire grenades across the 
board.

Q: What happens if you Suppress a model 

who is out of flow and therefore can’t move 

as part of suppression?
A: They don’t move but may become Pinned as normal.

Q: When adding a Battlefield Initiative bonus 

is it the leaders or the average?
A: It’s the lowest. 3 Trained and 1 pro leader would be 
+1

Q: Can you take a Weapon from Secondary 

or Other in the Primary slot?
A: Yes. You can take any weapon from Secondary as a 
Primary, and any weapon from Other as a Secondary 
or Primary. Keep in mind how visibility rules work. 
Heavy Weapons take both the Primary and 
Secondary.

Q: Who has marker grenades?
A: If a model has a Weapon with the grenade Special 
Rule

Q: When do you measure the 4in for two 

models Performing together
A: After declaring their Performing together. If they 
aren’t oops you don’t Perform, idiot. :) Just have fun.

Q: How much flow does a model gain when 

entering the Operational Phase
A: 2

Q: When does a model enter Critical from 

the Medical Attention state due to having no 

flow?
A: As soon as it is reduced to 0 flow. So if you are in 
Medical Attention you better have a friend nearby.

Q: Can a measure target a point on the 

ground that affects a contact?
A: Yes. NOTE: With explosives the BLAST must affect a 
hostile. Not the Shrapnel.

Q: Does Wallfire Ignore Concealment
A: No. Wallfire Ignores Hunkered/Buttoned up.
This is an addition to the CORE RULES.


